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Company Update
Back in March we published an NXT-ID update note [PDF] on the first “early access” Wockets shipping which
allowed the company to gather feedback from field use. I had good success with my own Wocket even though it was
a pre-release version which had a handmade prototype card that was too thick for some types of usage.
Sixty days later, NXT-ID is preparing to fulfill their existing pre-orders this month which will put several hundred
units into the market. The plan for June is to ship a few thousand units to customers who have requested
invitations to order a unit. By July, the company should reach their baseline production capability of 10,000
units/month, which will coincide with initiatives in marketing and sales as well as some new distribution partners
who will help with market penetration and fulfilment.
What follows are some new usage notes for the commercial version and a restatement of our assumptions behind
our model that supports an NXTD intrinsic value of $8/share for 2015 and path to $17 in 2016.

Using the New Wocket
I took my updated Wocket out for a spin and noticed a few additional features. First of all, the card is production
quality and has my name on it. It’s thin enough to put into any device from swipe to dip to full insertion, so I can
use it in any scenario. There’s also a subtle backlight, so it’s easier to use in the dark which comes up in cabs and
romantic restaurants.
There is one new minor feature that turned out to be a major
The biggest change is the thin production
benefit for me – the “note” option. I believe that this is a giant
Wocket card which even worked in “dip
differentiator between the Wocket and “smart card” solutions like
style” readers found at most gas stations.
Coin. The Wocket has a place that effectively eliminates all those
The little “Note” feature was also
little slips of paper you often put in your wallet – like the access
surprisingly useful for me.
code for a gate you sometimes go through, the number for AAA
and your membership number, your passport number, etc. These
all fit into a class of information that is short, alphanumeric and seldom used. Yes, you can have all of this on your
phone, but that’s not the best place for it in terms of security or ease of access.
The day to day use of the card works just fine in all types of scenarios – we used both Visa and American Express
credit cards, and a debit card too. Again, we found the awareness level of the technology in general “that’s one of
those cards you can store all your cards on.” Where discussion ensued, the top issue was security. When I described
the encryption, lack of network access, PIN and biometric identification, every person responded favorably across a
broad demographic range. Anecdotally I’d say the older a person was, the more concerned they seemed to be with
security and the more thrilled to feel that they could make their cards more secure with this kind of approach.
Not every reader works with the Wocket, so one does need to keep a single card along with your ID or license in the
extra pocket. For example, my tennis club in NY is a small one with a reader literally taped to the counter and it

	
  

	
  
wouldn’t swipe the Wocket card even with several attempts. Our sample size isn’t big enough to make specific
predictions, but for us we had about a 9 out of 10 success rate. Not 100%, but for me good enough. It’s worth
noting that the design of the Wocket doesn’t prevent it from eventually reaching the goal of 100% acceptance but
it’s not there yet.

Market Update
Competition in this market is heating up as well. While part of that is good since it drives overall market demand,
we now have more delivered solutions to compare to the Wocket for a sense of positioning and adoption trends.
The ones that seem to be getting the most attention are Coin, Plastc and Stratos which have been in development
for some time. A new one called Swyp has received some press attention as well, but is more experimental at this
point.
So far, general reviews have been limited in number and scope, but most conclude that these other multi-card
solutions work (although some were fragile early releases that broke easily.) People clearly liked the idea of a
programmable card. Investors who decide to peruse the websites for Coin, Plastc and Stratos soon find they all look
pretty much the same. All of these solutions rely on the smartphone which puts them in a different category than
the Wocket.
These alternatives all rely on your
smartphone, so in this important way are
not really wallet replacements at all.

If an iPhone and the Apple Watch will already be able to
communicate with readers and handle tokenization to keep things
secure, then it will reduce the usage scenarios for these other cards.
The reliance on the phone also opens up security holes that seem
to exist in any software that can be accessed over a network.

From a positioning standpoint, the Coin/Plastc/Stratos cards appeal to an iPhone user that wants to extend their
iPhone/Apple Watch payment suite into older swipe-based systems. This makes sense to a tech-savvy crowd, but
many of the individuals I spoke to about the Wocket are certainly not in this category.
I would argue that a device that depends on the phone is not in fact a wallet replacement, at least not in the way
that most people think about their wallet.

Stock Conclusion
NXTD investors have had to endure fairly high volatility as the shares surged on news of initial shipments and
sagged as the company went into “heads down mode” to iron out the last bits for commercial production and get
manufacturing scaled up to begin to deliver pre-orders.
In our March note, we pointed out the two remaining major risks as the production ramp and consumer
reaction/adoption. Now that we have a production unit in our hands and pre-orders are to be filled this month, the
production ramp risk is fading away and the focus will now shift to consumer adoption.
Fortunately, NXTD is not alone in their enthusiasm for the Wocket. Ever since CES in January, there has been
strong and steady interest from a range of distribution partners. We expect the ramp in marketing in the July
timeframe will coincide with one or more of the smaller partners helping the Wocket to reach more consumers.
We remain comfortable with our 40,000 unit assumption for 2015, which we will revise if the company succeeds in
reaching close to 10,000 units in July or August. Aggregating a number of market data points, there is initial
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demand from early adopters for something like 100,000 to 200,000 units right now, and this number will increase
as more people see, feel and use the technology.
Despite a few delays, the company performance is consistent with our existing IV model shown below and we are
not making any changes to it yet. Our current IV estimate remains $8 for this year and would step up sharply to $17
in 2016 with continued success.
We do plan to break down our volume and revenue estimates into quarterly periods so we can compute annual
trajectory more accurately. Based on current plans, NXT-ID should be able to produce close to 30,000 units in Q3
and even more in Q4. Obviously, if the demand is adequate, they would greatly exceed our current 40,000 unit

	
  
target for the year.

Editor's Note: This article covers one or more stocks trading at less than $1 per share and/or with less than a $100
million market cap. Please be aware of the risks associated with these stocks.
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